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Dr. John L. Adgate 
October 9, 2019 

 
EPA-1.  Chapter 1 – Introduction: To what extent does the CASAC find that the 

information in Chapter 1 is clearly presented and that it provides useful context 
for the review? 

The information in Chapter 1 of the draft Policy Assessment (PA) is clearly presented 
for the most part:  it addresses the implications of the available scientific evidence and 
provides some useful context, including the purpose, legislative requirements, history, 
and key elements and case law related to the Clean Air Act that govern the 
development of NAAQS.  The review leaves out elements of the recent policy 
changes, the functioning of the review process, and timeline of the review that are 
important parts of the peer review process for the PA and the documents that feed into 
it.  The PA document would be strengthened if it provided a summary of the timeline of 
the overall review in contrast to past reviews, and stated whether important related 
documents, such as the draft Independent Science Assessment (ISA) and earlier 
planning documents (e.g., the REA), will be released in final peer reviewed form prior 
to the finalization of the PA.  These documents were part of previous comprehensive 
reviews prior to the changes implemented by the Administrator in 2017 and 2018.  
Outlining those changes and their rationale would make section 1.4 of the PA 
complete and the overall timeline clearer.  

EPA-3.  Chapter 3 – Review of the Primary PM2.5 Standards: What are the CASAC views 
on the approaches described in Chapter 3 to considering the PM2.5 health effects 
evidence and the risk assessment in order to inform preliminary conclusions on 
the primary PM2.5 standards? What are the CASAC views regarding the 
rationales supporting the preliminary conclusions on the current and potential 
alternative primary PM2.5 standards? 

Chapter 3 is well written and addresses the charge questions on the Primary PM2.5 
Standards, and summarize the policy-related issues and the most important weight of 
evidence findings identified in the Independent Science Review.  Table 1 on page 3-18 
is a useful summary, though footnote 15 implies that conclusions on the 3 “likely to be 
causal” endpoints may be reversed or disregarded in the final PA based on CASAC’s 
commentary on the validity of these determinations. Given that CASAC itself has 
asked for additional scientific  expertise on particulate matter health studies, some 
CASAC members have called for a reinstatement of the PM subcommittee, and recent 
CASAC communications indicate lack of consensus on a number of scientific and 
science policy issues, the language of the footnote indicating that the PA would be 
finalized based on advice from CASAC seems imponderable. 

SCQ-3.1 Does the panel find that the questions posed in this chapter 
appropriately reflect the important policy-relevant issues for the PM2.5 
review? Are there additional policy-relevant questions that should be 
addressed?  

The policy questions posed in the chapter address the central questions on adequacy 
of the current annual and 24 hour PM2.5 standards and related issues, such as what is 
known, not known, and key scientific issues and uncertainties.   

Comments on Figures/Tables: 
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Many of the figures/tables do not stand alone as comprehensible units as they have 
undefined acronyms and in some cases incomplete titles or other descriptors that are 
not clear without extensive review of the text elsewhere in the document (e.g., “hybrid 
model” in Figure 3-8, “pseudo-design” in Figure 3-9).  The document would be more 
readable if all graphics were at the high image quality. 

Table 3-2 on controlled human exposure studies should include the number of 
exposed/unexposed individuals in each study. 

SCQ 3.4    What are the panel’s views on the quantitative risk assessment for PM2.5 
including: 

In general this section is less clearly written than other parts of the PA. It is also 
jargon dense, often without defining key terms used multiple times and does not 
concisely summarize the key features and conclusions from the text and tables that 
make up Appendix C. 

a) The choice of health outcomes and studies selected for developing 
concentration-response functions for long and short-term effects? 
 
The choice of the three health outcomes presented in this section is not clearly 
articulated. Nonetheless, the studies selected for developing the C-R response 
functions are based on large well designed studies included in prior analyses and 
present epidemiological evidence for total mortality, ischemic health disease 
mortality, and lung cancer mortality. The first two endpoints have more extensive 
evidence of causality per the summary in this review and were vetted in prior 
reviews, while the evidence for lung cancer mortality is less robust and the 
designation of “likely to be causal” based on judgment of the less robust findings 
related to individual study power and other factors, such as latency.  Inclusion of 
this less robust endpoint that likely has greater uncertainty in its C-R function 
estimate provides an opportunity to assess the effect of using endpoints with  
weight of evidence determinations that are more uncetain. 
 

b) The selection criteria for the 47 urban areas and PM2.5 air quality scenarios 
analyzed? 
 
The selection criteria for the 47 urban areas are based on availability of 
monitoring data and geographical diversity is reasonable given the range of 
health outcomes assessed in large studies and the observed differences in 
response in different locations inside the US.  The third criteria, “PM2.5 air quality 
concentrations” is unclear as the text describes the need for adjustment, but 
doesn’t clearly describe how these three criteria are assessed and or balanced in 
the process of decision-making.  Nonetheless, this approach is likely broad 
enough to provide a representative risk assessment based on the population, 
though even a cursory glance of Figure 3-10 indicates that large parts of the 
central, northern, and western US are were not included in the areas assessed.   
In the end the approach appears to be sufficiently broad and include areas with 
large populations, so it will allow for examination of estimated effects below the 
existing standards as well as the examination of the shape of the C-R response 
curve for long and short-term health endpoints.   
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c) The hybrid modeling approach used for quantifying exposure surrogates 
across an area and adjusting air quality for alternative standard levels, as 
supplemented by interpolation/extrapolation? 
 

d) The characterization of variability and uncertainty in the risk assessment?  
&  

e) The robustness and validity of the risk estimates? 

[text below responds to both d and e] 
The text describing this process on 3-83 is fairly brief and points to Appendix C 
but does not present the key findings or conclusions in a comprehensible way.  
The goals of this analysis need to be more clearly stated, and text on the 
rationale for the different risk modelling approaches articulated up front.  While 
the general approach of upper bound estimates and use of sensitivity analysis 
are justified, as is the use of qualitative assessment , the process of selecting 
concentration-response functions, how the sensitivity analysis will be conducted 
and the range of plausible values is incompletely described in the body of the PA 
and thus the quality of this analysis is unclear.  The subsequent summary of 
associated mortality under alternative standards and exposure reduction 
scenarios has results in the range that would be expected, though the process is 
hard to follow and key features of the appendix tables cited are not well 
described.  In the end the lack of clarity in the approach here reduces confidence 
in the validity of the results presented. 

 
SCQ-3.5 What are the panel’s views on the draft PA preliminary conclusion 

that, taken together, the available scientific evidence, air quality 
analyses, and the risk assessment can reasonably be viewed as 
calling into question the adequacy of the public health protection 
afforded by the current primary PM2.5 standards? 

Overall, the preliminary conclusion that the weight of evidence from various study 
types and analyses presented support questioning whether the current standards are 
sufficiently protective of public health. The overall strength of evidence from a 
longstanding body of evidence has been further bolstered with new studies from a 
range of disciplines.  This strong evidence on mortality and morbidity endpoints, 
coupled with emerging evidence for less extensively studied health endpoints, such as 
nervous system effects, and observation of health effects at or below current 
standards are scientifically credible.  Furthermore, since it is likely that some 
populations are at increased risk due to geographic location, proximity to sources, or 
population characteristics (such as age or prior disease status) that increase their 
susceptibility, the conclusion that the existing standards may not provide an adequate 
margin of safety is warranted.    
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Dr. John Balmes 
October 8, 2019 

 
Charge Question SCQ-3.1      
Does the panel find that the questions posed in this chapter appropriately reflect the important 
policy-relevant issues for the PM2.5 review? Are there additional policy-relevant questions that 
should be addressed? 
 
In general, the questions posed in the chapter capture most of the policy-relevant issues. One 
area that deserves more attention is the relatively greater exposure to PM2.5 of communities of 
color and low socioeconomic status (SES) for which there is considerable evidence. These 
communities also tend to have greater vulnerability to adverse health effects of PM2.5 exposure. 
The chapter briefly alludes to the greater exposure and vulnerability of poor people of color 
when spatial averaging is discussed, but the need to protect the health of this population 
deserves greater attention in the draft PA. 
 
Charge Question SCQ-3.2 
What are the panel’s views on the relative weight that the draft Policy Assessment gives to the 
evidence-based (i.e. draft PA, section 3.2) and risk-based (i.e. draft PA, section 3.3) approaches 
in reaching conclusions and recommendations regarding current and alternative PM2.5 
standards? 
 
The evidence-based approach to whether the current and alternative PM2.5 standards protect 
public health using the air quality distributions of the epidemiological studies that demonstrate 
associations between exposures to PM2.5 and adverse health effects is appropriate. The second 
approach using “pseudo-design values” to determine whether PM2.5 concentrations in 
epidemiological study areas would have exceeded the current or alternative standards also 
adds to the assessment. 
 
The description of the risk-based approach is more difficult to follow, especially regarding the 
adjustments that were made for areas “requiring either a downward adjustment to air quality or 
a relatively modest upward adjustment.” The method by which exposure reductions based on a 
hybrid approach using both measured concentrations and modeled estimates are developed 
both for the current and alternative standards is again somewhat difficult to follow. 
 
The evidence-based approach deserves more weight, but the fact that the risk-based approach 
produces similar information is reassuring. 
 
Charge Question SCQ-3.3  
What are the panel’s views on the evidence-based approach, including:  
a) The emphasis on health outcomes for which the draft ISA causality determinations are 
“causal” or “likely causal”? 
 
The emphasis on health outcomes that the draft ISA identified as “causal” or “likely causal” is 
appropriate, although the lack of treatment of respiratory outcomes and long-term exposures 
with the risk-based approach is disappointing. 
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b) The identification of potential at-risk populations? 
 
Again, people of color and low SES should also be identified as a potential at-risk population. 
 
c) Reliance on key multicity epidemiology studies conducted in the US and Canada for 
assessing the PM2.5 levels associated with health effects? 
 
European multi-city epidemiological studies should also be considered. 
 
d) Characterizing air quality in these key studies using two approaches: the overall mean and 
25th/75th percentiles of the distribution and the “pseudo design value” reflecting a monitor with 
the highest levels in an area? 
 
Mean PM2.5 concentration may not be the best way to characterize the exposure of the 
populations in epidemiological studies that demonstrate associations with adverse health 
effects. Some of the statements about pseudo-design values are hard to understand such as 
“For studies with 25th percentiles ≤ 12.0 μg/m3, at least 25% of the study area population lived 
in locations likely to have met the current annual standard over the study period (i.e., in at least 
25% of health events occurred in such locations”. How do we know this? 
 
e) The preference for continuing the use of an annual PM2.5 standard as the principle means of 
providing public health protection against the bulk of the distribution of short- and long-term 
PM2.5 exposures? 
 
The argument for the use of an annual standard as the primary approach to protecting public 
health is logical and well-stated. That said, high short-term exposures to PM2.5 from catastrophic 
wildfires remain a major driver of health impacts even if these are not regulated by EPA. 
 
f) The draft PA conclusions on the extent to which the current scientific information strengthens 
or alters conclusions reached in the last review on the health effects of PM2.5? 
 
These conclusions are appropriate based on the review of the health effects literature in the 
draft ISA. 
 
g) Whether the discussions of these and other issues in Chapter 3 accurately reflect and clearly 
communicate the currently available health effects evidence, including important uncertainties, 
as characterized in the ISA?  
 
While the discussion of Chapter 3 accurately reflects the currently available health effects 
evidence, communication of important uncertainties, such as the impacts of high peak sub-24-
hour exposures, is not always clear. High sub-24-hour peak exposures are increasingly 
occurring as a result of wildfires in the Mountain West. 
 
Charge Question SCG-3.5 
What are the panel’s views on the draft PA preliminary conclusion that, taken together, the 
available scientific evidence, air quality analyses, and the risk assessment can reasonably be 
viewed as calling into question the adequacy of the public health protection afforded by the 
current primary PM2.5 standards? 
 
The preliminary conclusion that the current may not be adequate to protect the public health 
with a sufficient margin of safety is reasonable given the evidence reviewed in the draft ISA. 
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Mr. Richard Poirot 
October 8, 2019 (Revision of October 7, 2019 Comments) 

 
Chapter 2 
Overall, chapter 2 accurately reflects and clearly communicates air quality information relevant 
to conducting evidence-based assessments of health and welfare effects, and for conducting 
risk assessments for evaluating effects of current and alternative NAAQS. Relationships 
between recent daily and annual PM exposures are clearly presented (for example Figure 2-11). 
The different hybrid modeling approaches used to estimate exposures are logically derived and 
clearly described, and information on so-called “background” PM levels are more or less clearly 
explained. Some interesting results from recent near-road monitoring efforts were presented, 
although it wasn’t clear how/if these results were folded into the hybrid modeling analyses. 
 
Regarding background PM, it’s not clear how this information is or will be useful in reviewing 
and potentially revising the NAAQS. Clearly it could be useful in the implementation phase of 
the NAAQS (identifying/ getting exemptions for “exceptional” and/or “natural” events). As 
illustrated, influence of some of these background contributions may be relatively easy to 
identify and quantify (especially episodes), but I assume we’re not saying these background 
influences don’t contribute to health effects (right?). In addition, I think there are likely complex 
interactions between so-called background influences and “jurisdictionally-controllable” 
anthropogenic sources (see p. 2-49 comment below). 
 
An additional comment on Chapter 2 is that it would be helpful to see some graphic depictions 
(a few maps and perhaps a time series like Figure 2.6 but for recent years) showing the 
locations and numbers of the various different PM2.5 monitoring techniques/networks (filter 
FRMs, filter CSN, IMPROVE, continuous (FEM & non-FEM), near-road, etc.  A few national 
maps on this would be useful,  as well as a few zoomed-in urban area examples - from some of 
the cities used in the Risk Assessment (maybe underlain by the hybrid modeling grid). 
 
p. 2-2, lines 20-22: I don’t think its correct that only a small fraction of coarse mode mass 
occurs in particles > 10 microns. Much of the coarse mode mass is often > 10 um. See for 
example Brook et al. (1997), who noted that averaged across 19 long-term Canadian NAAPS 
sites “PM25 accounted for 49% of the PM10, and PM10 accounted for 44% of the TSP”. This 
would leave > 4 times more coarse mass in particles >10 um than in PM10-2.5.  
 
p. 2-7, lines 7-8: You could also mention ammonium as an important component of PM2.5. 
 
p. 2-9, lines 4-8 (similar to above comment): Why not add ammonia to your list of important 
precursor gasses, instead of just indicating that it “also contributes”. 
 
p. 2-49, section 2.4: Here and/or elsewhere when you discuss “natural” vs. “anthropogenic” 
aerosols, you could add some discussion of PM that results from combinations of natural & 
manmade sources. For example, emissions from a “natural” dust storm may be enhanced by 
human actions such as cattle grazing, desert recreation activities, or climate change. “Wildfires” 
may be started by a careless match, enhanced by historical forest & fire management practices, 
climate change. “Natural” VOCs may be converted to SOA by reactions with manmade oxidants 
or through reactions catalyzed by acidic (sulfate) aerosols. Natural sea salt or dust reacts with 
manmade nitric or sulfuric acids, etc. Sea salt emissions are projected to increase due to 
climate-driven increases in surface wind speeds. Historical and continuing US emissions 
represent the largest contribution of any country to the cumulative buildup of global climate-
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forcing greenhouse gases. Thus, a fraction of transcontinental dust and smoke (considered both 
“natural” and “non-US”) PM reaching the US may have been enhanced by effects our own 
anthropogenic GHG emissions 
 
Chapter 3 
SCQ 3-4 
This is not my area of expertise and I defer yo other panelists for their thoughts on the 
quantitative risk assessment. Overall, I found the choices of health outcomes and studies 
selected fro developing long-term and short-term CR functions reasonable and clearly justified. 
The selection criteria for included urban areas appear to be similarly logical and clearly 
described. Variability and uncertainty are clearly characterized, and the results appear to be 
valid and robust. 
 
I support the hybrid modeling approach as a way of estimating effects that would occur over a 
range of current and alternative standards (a more realistic improvement over the statistical 
“quadratic rollback” approach employed several NAAQS review cycles ago). I was curious to 
better understand the spatial scales, species specifics, and proportionate emissions reductions 
which ended up being used to meet the various PM concentration thresholds in the different 
urban areas. Would it be possible to provide some of this information in Appendix C? If not a 
tabular summary, maybe a few examples could be presented from cities in different regions, 
showing the spatial scales and absolute reductions (or increases) required of specific primary 
and secondary emissions species associated with the different PM thresholds evaluated. 
 
Chapter 5  
Welfare effects considered in Chapter 5 include those on climate, materials and visibility. Some 
new information is available on climate effects, and while these remain complex, mixed, and 
uncertain for various PM species, I think a reasonable argument could probably be developed in 
support of climate-related reductions in black (& brown) carbon concentrations, although a 
secondary standard may not be an appropriate mechanism. Some interesting new work 
quantifying PM materials (soiling) effects on efficiency of solar panels is presented, but does not 
seem (yet) to lend itself to setting a quantitative secondary NAAQS. Relatively little new 
information is available on visibility effects (although I think some useful recent information on 
visibility preference indices has been overlooked in the ISA and PAD (more on this below).  
 
SCQ-5.1  
The policy questions raised in Chapter 5 relate primarily to visibility. These questions essentially 
begin with the assumptions that the indicator, level, averaging time and form of the visibility-
related PM NAAQS considered (and rejected) in 2012 - are all appropriate, state of the science,  
and need no further justification or reconsideration. The PAD furthermore jumps immediately to 
the weakest end (30 DV) of the previously considered 20 to 30 dv range, combined with the 
weakest (90th percentile) end of the previously recommended 90th to 98th percentile range 
when considering possible future benefits (of which - Surprise! - there are none). I think all 4 
elements of the secondary PM NAAQS considered in the 2012 review need to be reconsidered, 
justified (if possible), compared to alternatives, and, if warranted, revised. 
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SCQ-5.2 What are the panel’s views of the draft PA evaluation of the currently available 
scientific evidence with respect to the welfare effects of PM. Does the assessment 
appropriately account for any new information related to factors that influence:  
Quantification of visibility impairment associated with PM2.5 and examination of methods 
for characterizing visibility and its value to the public?  
 
Regarding charge question GC-1, I have concerns with all 4 elements ((indicator, averaging 
time, level and form) of the secondary PM NAAQS presented for consideration in the Draft PAD 
document (and rubber-stamped from the 2012 review), and these relate in several cases to 
information not considered in the ISA. 

 

Indicator (reconstructed PM light extinction from 2012 review) 
The first PM NAAQS established in 1970 included a separate secondary standard with a PM 
mass-based indicator (TSP).  In subsequent NAAQS reviews completed in 1987, 1997 and 
2006, EPA considered, with CASAC support, setting separate, visibility-related secondary PM 
NAAQS, in each case with a PM2.5 indicator (although separate secondary standards were not 
set after those reviews). In the last review completed in 2012, EPA staff, with CASAC support, 
considered a different indicator: PM light extinction. During much of that recent review, it was 
assumed that PM light extinction (or PM2.5 light extinction) could and would be directly 
measured by available continuous methods, such as nephelometer and Aethalometer.  
 
Late in the review, it became clear that the Agency had no intention (resources, will, etc.) of 
establishing a new national monitoring network, and a fallback methodology was employed to 
calculate PM light extinction from 1-in-3-day 24-hour filters collected in the EPA STN network 
and at similar state-sponsored speciation sites using the revised (II) IMPROVE algorithm. This 
approach takes into consideration the differential densities, size distributions, light scattering 
and absorption properties and water retention characteristics of different aerosol species. This is 
basically the method employed to define visibility impairment and track (very) long-term 
progress toward improving it in remote Class I National Parks and Wilderness Areas under the 
Regional Haze Rule. It is not, however, necessarily any better (or as good as) a much simpler 
PM2.5 mass indicator, especially compared to the benefits of using the data from the existing 
continuous PM2.5 monitors in urban/suburban sites. 
 
• The continuous PM2.5 network includes 6 times as many sites as the CSN network,  providing 

much better spatial coverage. 
• The CSN network samples only every 3rd day, at best, leaving 2/3 of days unmonitored, 

compared to hourly sampling, every day in the continuous PM2.5 network, providing 72x more 
temporal information (at 6x more sites). 

• Filter-based CSN monitoring allows only “24-hour average extinction” estimates. This is not 
the averaging time over which people perceive impairment. Shorter hourly or 4 to 8-hour 
(daylight) averaging times would be much more appropriate, especially in urban/suburban 
areas where light pollution and other factors render night-time PM visibility impairment much 
less important. Focusing on daylight or mid-day hours would also minimize the importance of 
RH & speciation, leading to even tighter relationships between actual short-term visibility 
effects and PM2.5 mass data (which are pretty good already). See CASAC recommendations 
on this from the 2006 review (Hopke et al., 2005). 

• While the IMPROVE algorithm - perhaps as enhanced by changes such as suggested by 
Lowenthal and Kumar (2016) - is “state of the science”, it still requires assumptions which are 
not always well met (the degree of sulfate ammoniation, chemical form(s) of nitrate, the 
varying relationships between measured OC and POM, etc.) See for example Hand et al., 
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(2019); Preni et al. (2019). Use of 24-hr data also inflates the influence of higher nighttime RH 
(when urban visibility is least important). 

• The filter-based algorithm itself has problems (which appear to be getting worse over time) in 
reproducing light extinction measured by nephelometry, and conversely, nephelometers have 
been successfully deployed as PM2.5 monitors. 

• A good argument can also be made that influence of (naturally) varying RH should be 
removed from the regulatory metric. Water influence would be minimized by focusing on the 
(more important) daytime hours. You could also use a fixed, long-term average RH to remove 
the natural variability from the regulation, or you could impose an RH screen (say eliminating 
hours with RH < 70%) on the PM data (as is done with urban visibility standards in Phoenix 
and Denver). Water effects are also decreasing over time as sulfate, nitrate and secondary 
semi-volatile organics decrease. I don’t think you really want the most extreme events driven 
by extreme uncontrollable variations in RH. 

• Use of hourly data would allow eliminating hours with natural impairment (rain, snow, fog, 
natural dust storms, forest fires). 

• Continuous PM data would allow extinction estimates or multi-hour averaged PM2.5 values to 
be publicly reported in near-real-time, rather than waiting for months for the filter data results.  

• Use of the continuous PM data for secondary NAAQS regulatory purposes would lead to 
(needed) closer scrutiny, improved QA and better data quality. 

• Light extinction from coarse particles is relatively unimportant in most regions and seasons, 
and when/where it is important (Southwest, spring), it’s often primarily due to natural sources. 
Alternatively, you could require added use of colocated continuous PM10 samplers in areas 
like the Southwest where coarse particle scattering is important, or set a fine particle NAAQS 
this time and add a coarse PM component next time. 

 
The figure below is based on all the (unscreened) IMPROVE data from all sites for the 3-year 
period 2015-2017, limited to sample days when both PM2.5 mass and filter-based light extinction 
estimates are available (about 50,000 sample days). 
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Similar high correlations have also been observed between continuous PM2.5 mass-based PM2.5 
monitors and nephelometers (or when the continuous nephelometer results  are aggregated to 
24-hr means - for comparison to filter PM2.5. See for example Chung et al. (2001), Chow et al 
(2006), Puget Sound (2001), Snider et al., 2015, etc.  
 
The bottom line is that fine mass is a very good indicator of visibility effects, and the small 
amount of information gained by using speciation filter-based estimates is way more than offset 
by the spatial, temporal information and visibility relevance that would be gained using 
continuous PM2.5 monitors and a sub-daily daytime averaging time. Please note the CASAC 
comments on secondary NAAQS from the review completed in 2006, for example: Hopke et al. 
(2004), page 9 and pages B9-B26. 
 
If you really want to keep the light extinction indicator, use the filter-based speciation data to 
calculate regional monthly or seasonal species composition + f(RH) factors to adjust the 
continuous PM2.5 data to (slightly) better extinction estimates - which could then be considered 
on a sub-daily basis, much more relevant to human perception, and could be publicly reported 
from a much larger network in near-real time. I think a simple sub-daily PM2.5 mass indicator 
which intentionally limits the influence of naturally varying RH on the regulatory metric is a much 
better choice for an indicator. If the Agency wants to persist in advocating continued use of the 
every 3rd day 24-hour, filter-based reconstructed light extinction indicator, it needs to justify why 
it thinks it has a superior indicator. I don’t think it can. 
 
Averaging Time (24 Hours from 2012 PM NAAQS) 
As indicated above, once the decision was made that the PM light extinction indicator 
introduced in the 2012 review would not be measured directly and continuously, a fallback 
method was proposed to calculate PM light extinction based on every 3rd day 24-hour filter 
sampling. This limits the averaging time to to no shorter than 24 hours, which is not the time 
frame over which visibility impairment is perceived. It’s also especially inappropriate in urban 
areas where visibility during daylight hours is much more important (and is also characterized by 
lower RH levels - reducing the small difference between PM mass and light extinction).  
 
EPA’s Final Staff Paper (US EPA, 2005) from the 2006 PM NAAQS review (which 
recommended a sub-daily PM2.5 mass indicator in the range of 20 to 30 ug/m3 for a secondary 
PM NAAQS) stated:  

In considering appropriate averaging times for a standard to address visibility 
impairment, staff has considered averaging times that range from 24 to 4 hours, as 
discussed in section 6.2.3. Within this range, as noted above, correlations between 
PM2.5 concentrations and RE [reconstructed extinction] are generally less influenced by 
relative humidity and more consistent across regions as the averaging time gets shorter. 
Based on the regional and national average statistics considered in this analysis, staff 
observes that in the 4-hour time period between 12:00 and 4:00 p.m., the slope of the 
correlation between PM2.5 concentrations and hourly RE is lowest and most consistent 
across regions than for any other 4-hour or longer time period within a day (Chapter 6, 
Figure 6-4). Staff also recognizes that these advantages remain in looking at a 
somewhat wider time period, from approximately 10:00 am to 6:00 pm. Staff concludes 
that an averaging time from 4 to 8 hours, generally within the time period from 10:00 am 
to 6:00 pm, should be considered for a standard to address visibility impairment. 

 
It can also be noted that the quality of the continuous PM2.5 mass data has improved 
considerably over the past 20+ years, providing greater confidence in its accuracy over shorter 
averaging times. The Agency should consider the many benefits of using the continuous PM2.5 
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data as the measurement basis for a sub daily 4 to 8 hour daylight averaging time. This could 
be combined with a continuous PM2.5 mass indicator, or regional & seasonal generic species 
composition and f(RH) factors could be developed to convert the mass to estimated extinction (if 
you need to stick with a bext indicator). Either way, the data could be reported in near-real time, 
and would relate more directly to the human perception of impaired visibility. 
 
Level (20 to 30 dv from 2012 review) 
While the previous 2011 PAD recommended a range of 20 to 30 dv as an appropriate level, the 
Administrator (sort of) picked the upper end, before concluding that such a NAAQS wouldn’t do 
much good. The current PAD simply starts with this upper end (30 dv) as if this were a logical, 
technically-supported absolute definition of “acceptable visibility” or adverse effects. It’s not. 
 
In a previous review of the draft ISA, I noted that the ISA had neglected an important recent 
meta-analysis of visibility preference studies by Bill Malm (Malm et al. 2011, 2019 and Malm, 
2013 and 2016) which could support an alternative way of defining adversity based on 
geographical differences in distant landscape features. My earlier comments on this omission in 
the ISA are pasted below: 
 

A second general criticism of this brief summary - as well as with the more detailed 
Chapter 13 discussion of visibility - is the absence of discussion of recent work on 
visibility preference indicators developed by William Malm over the past several years 
(Malm et al. 2011, 2019 and Malm, 2016).  His meta analysis of multiple available 
visibility preference studies (in many different kinds of locations) noted that 
“unacceptable” levels of visibility impairment occurred at different extinction levels in 
different areas, but that in any area, when the more-distant visible landscape features 
nearly disappear -  which occurs at apparent contrast levels of about 0.02–0.05 - the 
haze level became unacceptable to about half of the participants in each study area. 
This has important implications for the potential setting  of PM visibility standards at 
nationally consistent contrast levels which are geographically variable with changing 
distant landscape features. It would b a relatively straightforward GIS exercise to 
characterize distances to prominent landscape features in population centers throughout 
the country and then use PM2.5 -based extinction estimates to calculate contrast levels 
for those landscape objects to determine the extent to which visual air quality is (or is 
not) considered acceptable in each of those areas. 
 
There appears to be a reference to Malm’s work in the executive summary: "There 
have been no recent visibility preference studies; however, a recent meta-analysis 
demonstrates that scene-dependent haze metrics better account for preference 
compared to only using the deciview scale as a metric." However, any discussion of this 
recent work seems to be missing from the Integrated Synthesis or Chapter 13.  Section 
13.2.5 on “human perception of haze and landscape features” heavily emphasizes the 
divergent results in different visibility preference studies in areas with (or using 
photographs showing) different landscape features, when visual air quality is expressed 
as light extinction (deciviews).  It concludes with: 
 
“There is little new published information regarding preference levels in the U.S. The 
single new study by Smith (2013) was an investigation of “framing bias” in preference 
studies that can potentially occur because preference levels are chosen in part based on 
experimental variables such as number of photographs shown or range of the range of 
dv levels participants are shown when asked to state a preference about whether 
scenes in photographs are acceptable.” 
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This disregards important new work in this area, which clearly shows a convergence of 
results across many different urban areas when the visual air quality is expressed in 
terms of the contrast of the most distant landscape features. Another important recent 
related technological development is the ability to incorporate clouds into the Winhaze 
model - developed by John Molenar (Molenar and Malm, 2012). For cities in relatively 
flat terrain which lack distant landscape features, clouds often are the most distant 
scenic attribute. As they begin to disappear, viewers tend to find the degradation of 
visibility unacceptable, at lower levels of light extinction than they would viewing cloud-
free scenes.  Some discussion of this work, implications and potential future applications 
is warranted in chapter 13. 

 
The figures pasted below are from a 2013 status report Bill presented on this work (Malm 2013) 
Please see Figures 4 and 5 from Malm et al., 2019, for updated versions of these figures and 
more detailed descriptions of the methods. Both figures plot percent acceptability levels from 5 
urban visibility preference studies. The figure on the left (similar to Figure 5.2 in the PAD) plots  
percent acceptability against absolute light extinction in dv. Note that at the 50% acceptability 
levels in all 5 studies are bounded by a range of extinction between about 20 and 30 dv. This 
was the basis for suggesting this range in the 2012 review, although the current PAD starts at 
30, a level which is clearly unacceptable to the majority of respondents in all 5 study areas. 
 
In the figure on the right, Malm plots percent acceptability results from the same studies against 
the apparent contrast of “a distant, prevalent, but not necessarily dominant, feature”, and show 
a remarkable consistency at a contrast of about -0,04 across many diverse types of study areas.  
This contrast threshold of about -0.04 basically occurs as the visual range nears the distance of 
prominent distant scenic elements. People everywhere tend to find decreased visibility 
unacceptable as prominent, distant landscape features begin to disappear.   
 
If this kind of approach were applied across multiple urban/suburban areas throughout the 
country, it would be clear that people in many diverse regions would likely find visibility 
impairment of 30 dv to be unacceptable. The Agency should consider using this apparent 
contrast threshold as a basis for setting a consistent national standard which could vary 
geographically depending on local scene characteristics. I think it would be a relatively 
straightforward GIS exercise to determine regional scene characteristics across the US. This 
would be a similar concept to what the Agency considered in the last review of secondary SOx 
+ NOx NAAQS, in which the varying biogeochemical features of local eco-regions were 
incorporated into the proposed standard. 
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Form (90th Percentile from the 2012 review) 
The 90th percentile is not supported in the PAD or ISA. Its just repeated from the last review 
cycle (where it was never justified either). It was simply a way for a secondary NAAQS - 
considered at the most lenient end of the staff-recommended 20 to 30 dv range - would have 
little to no benefit over the primary standard. The forms of the various secondary standards that 
have been considered/ recommended by EPA staff and/or CASAC over the years has varied 
widely: not to be exceeded more than 1 day/year (1971), 3-month seasonal mean averaged 
spatially over multiple years (1987), 98th percentile averaged over 3 years (1997), 92nd to 98th 
percentile, 3-year average (2006), and 90th to 98th percentile, 3 year average (2012).   
 
With the exception of 1971, when a separate secondary PM standard was set, the secondary 
NAAQS considered in all subsequent reviews were rejected for various different “reasons” (see: 
Poirot, 2011). In the 2012 review, the Administrator selected the (most lenient) 90th percentile 
combined with the weakest level (30dv) before concluding that this combination really wouldn’t 
have much incremental benefit over the primary. The only stated justification was that the 
Regional Haze Rule is focused on the haziest 20% days, and that the 90th percentile - the 
midpoint of the haze range - would be consistent. (Although the average of haziest 20% days is 
closer to the 92 percentile  - considered as the low bound in 2006 for that stated reason).  
 
More importantly, this is a false equivalency. The focus in the Haze Rule is specifically on 
improving conditions on these worst days. The use of a similar percentile as a NAAQS form has 
exactly the opposite effect - of completely ignoring the worst visibility days, exculpating them 
from any consideration of improvement. Visibility could be worse, or much worse than 30 dv on 
36 days each year, but people only find it objectionable when this happens 37 or more days per 
year (averaged over 3 years). This is not logical, and no other justification is provided in the 
PAD or ISA. 
 
SCQ-5.3 What are the panel’s views of the draft PA preliminary conclusion that the 
currently available scientific evidence does not call into question the protection afforded 
by the current secondary PM standards against PM welfare effects and that it is 
appropriate to consider retaining the current secondary PM standards without revision? 
 
As indicated above, I have criticisms of all elements of the secondary NAAQS which was 
considered (but ultimately rejected) by the Administrator in 2012. I also don’t think current 
secondary PM NAAQS provide protection against adverse visibility effects on public welfare. To 
illustrate the visual AQ effects of the current 24-hour NAAQS, the images below show a clear 
day view from Denver which has been modified by a model called WinHaze developed by John 
Molenar at Air Resource Specialists and now available on-line at: 
http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/Improve/winhaze/ . See Poirot (2011) for added details on visual 
effects of alternative NAAQS. 
 
The figure on the right models the visual air quality effects of 35 ug/m3 of PM2.5 (composed of 
equal parts organic matter, ammonium sulfate and ammonium nitrate at 50% RH). It may be 
noted that this mix of pollutants at the level of the current daily PM2.5 NAAQS results in light 
extinction of 202.71 Mm-1 - or 30.09 dv - basically the upper end of the 20 to 30 dv range 
suggested in the 2011 PM PAD and rubber stamped in the current PAD. So clearly, PM light 
extinction at 30 dv (90th percentile) offers no protection beyond that provided by the current 
NAAQS. 
 
The question is does anyone really believe this is an adequate level of visibility protection? 

http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/Improve/winhaze/
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Similarly, the current annual secondary PM NAAQS at 15 ug/m3 is weaker than the primary, and 
therefor protects nothing, since the primary standard must be attained within a fixed period of 
time while a secondary standard has no time requirement. Nor has any scientific justification 
been provided for this irrational selection. The modeled image on the left shows a similar mix of 
PM2.5 species at 15 ug/m3. Coincidentally this results in visibility impairment of 20.15 dv - the low 
end of the range considered in the 2012 review. Is this acceptable annual average visibility? 
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Dr. Jeremy A. Sarnat 
October 8, 2019 

 

General Comments:  The EPA staff who prepared the draft Policy Assessment for the PM 
NAAQS reviews have done a commendable job summarizing the scientific evidence presented 
in the PM ISA. Broadly, I find the document to be clearly written and well-justified, and presents 
a justifiable set of approaches for outlining the policy implications contained in the ISA. Most of 
the comments below address recommendation to changes in interpretation or emphasis and are 
not criticisms of the substantive approach for conducing this PA. In addition, I included a couple 
of comments that relate to the ISA, but appear not to have been addressed and could affect 
policy decisions within the PA.  

I did find it notable, with exceptions, that much of the process and base assumptions presented 
in this PA, while reasonable, is largely incremental, building heavily on well-established 
understandings of PM exposure and health, and mainly avoiding emerging evidence, especially 
as it relates to susceptibility and biological mechanisms. I do appreciate this approach and 
recommend only that more be added, to the future directions portion of the assessment, 
preparing staff for I what I feel are imminent larger changes to how we understand PM toxicity 
and regulate its presence in the environment. 

The specific comments below relate to the charge questions for SCQ 3.3: 

‘What are the panel’s views on the evidence-based approach, including:’  

a) The emphasis on health outcomes for which the draft ISA causality determinations are 
“causal” or “likely causal”? 

The practice of basing evidence-based policy exclusively on outcomes where ‘causal’ and 
‘likely causal’ determination exist, is a common practice within the NAAQS Policy 
Assessment process and reasonable based on weight-of-evidence rationale.  In some 
ways, however, this follows a proverbial ‘looking under the lamppost’ approach and may, 
for some pollutants, represent a less conservative element within the current PA (i.e., a 
practice being less protective of human health).  With caution taken to avoid false 
comparisons among pollutants and the respective processes that govern their regulation, 
chlorpyrifos comes to mind as an example of this. With chlorpyrifos, traditional, well-
established pathways and endpoints were used in regulatory decision making, when novel, 
perhaps slightly less established, endpoints were not adequately considered.  

For PM, specifically, it is possible and even likely that the pace of discovery into molecular 
mechanisms and its modes of toxicity will lead to new insights into more relevant (or 
sensitive) outcomes that may inform the standard. This is a major current direction of the 
health effects work being conducted and is rightly acknowledged in section 3.5 (‘Areas for 
Future Research’) of Chapter 3. Of particular note are the numerous investigations using 
high-throughput and omics-based methods. These, and future studies should contribute 
towards the identification of novel modes of PM toxicity and also specific groups of 
individuals who may be especially susceptible to PM exposures, particularly those with 
metabolic syndrome. I believe this is a point that should also be mentioned earlier in the 
chapter when discussing the current decision to emphasize the more studied and 
established exposure-outcome associations. 
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b) The identification of potential at-risk populations? 
 
The identification of ‘at-risk’ to include those beyond traditional definitions centering around 
biological susceptibility is a substantive (non-incremental) change from the previous PA.  
EPA staff deserve credit for thinking about elevated exposures that may arise from societal 
disparities, as another factor conferring risk.   
 

c) Reliance on key multicity epidemiology studies conducted in the US and Canada for 
assessing the PM2.5 levels associated with health effects? 

Even though I strongly believe that single-city studies offer important insights into both 
acute and chronic health effects associated with PM, I support the decision to conduct the 
evidence-based assessment using the multicity studies.  

That said, while I appreciate the rationale, the decision to exclude high-quality multicity 
studies from other parts of the world may be a bit restrictive. For long-term exposures, for 
example, it would have been reasonable to include the numerous published findings from 
the European ESCAPE study, specifically. Given the relatively large number of US and 
Canadian cities included in the analysis, however, I am generally comfortable with the 
current approach. From these multi-city studies, I think the PA appropriately draws attention 
to findings showing adverse health occurring at levels currently below the NAAQS (both 
with the mean and distributional data and the pseudo design values).  Among the most 
important of these studies are three Canadian analyses (Weichenthal et al., 2016b, 2016c 
and Pinault et al., 2016) where significant effects following long- and short-term exposures 
were observed well below the current NAAQS, and > 75% of the study populations in these 
analyses were living in areas above the pseudo design values.  As an aside, from an 
exposure perspective, it’s worth speculating about the observed rate/odds ratios reported in 
these studies and whether they may actually be attenuated relative to some of the other 
multi-city study results presented.  It could be that exposure to ambient PM in these 
Canadian cities is actually lower than US cities due to lower ambient PM infiltration arising 
from more tightly sealed homes in colder climates. This would mean that the risks from 
exposure to PM2.5 in these studies is actually higher than reported.  (It is also possible, 
though, that the milder warm seasons may mean that Canadians use less central AC 
(leading to higher exposures to ambient origin PM)). 

d) Characterizing air quality in these key studies using two approaches: the overall mean and 
25th/75th percentiles of the distribution and the “pseudo design value” reflecting a monitor 
with the highest levels in an area? 
 
Characterizing exposures and corresponding health response using distributional and 
pseudo designs values reflects a point worth reiterating and not often directly 
acknowledged or addressed within the regulatory community; namely, that a single PM 
standard likely does not reflect the same level of population exposure, nor protective of 
corresponding population health for all locations, or for even a single location during 
different times of the year. I believe the approaches used by EPA to generalize the findings 
from the multi-city studies is appropriate and the evidence-based conclusions drawn from 
these studies also seems reasonable. 
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e) The preference for continuing the use of an annual PM2.5 standard as the principle means 
of providing public health protection against the bulk of the distribution of short- and long-
term PM2.5 exposures? 

While the bulk of my research frequently targets sub-daily exposure and acute response to 
PM, I agree with decision to use longer averaging times as a principle means of protecting 
health.  While it may be necessary to reconsider averaging times and indicators in future 
assessments, I still believe the rationale used in the 2012 ISA for lowering the annual 
standard still makes sense.   

f) The draft PA conclusions on the extent to which the current scientific information 
strengthens or alters conclusions reached in the last review on the health effects of PM2.5? 
 
Differentiating causal determination for both short- and long-term PM2.5 exposure and 
corresponding cardiovascular and respiratory health effects seems arbitrary.  I have noted 
in previous comments to the ISA that, to date, hundreds of observational and controlled 
results suggest casual links between PM2.5 and adverse acute and chronic respiratory 
response. It’s extremely difficult to discern meaningful differences in the weight-of-evidence 
collected for the PM-respiratory link, with that presented for PM-cardiovascular effects, 
which has been determined to be causal. Moreover, to retain this status determination, 
effectively places the weight-of-evidence for these health endpoints on a similar level as 
those presented for adverse chronic neurological effects; which I don’t believe is warranted. 
 

g) Whether the discussions of these and other issues in Chapter 3 accurately reflect and 
clearly communicate the currently available health effects evidence, including important 
uncertainties, as characterized in the ISA?  

I have a long-standing concern regarding the use of multi-pollutant models as a primary 
means of assessing confounding and robustness in the ISA and now draft PA.  There are 
serious limitations in assessing potential confounding through this approach and I believe 
this discussion deserves greater attention. Briefly, there are several sources of uncertainty 
and potential bias in using linear multi-pollutant regressions as the sole or predominant 
means of assessing potential confounding. The use of linear expressions, within a co-
pollutant setting, to control for confounding of non-linearly correlated co-pollutants could 
lead to imprecision and/or bias; an appearance of effects associated with either PM or one 
of its correlated co-pollutants, where they do not exist.  Related to this issue is that the vast 
majority of the co-pollutant models focus on the issue of confounding solely (i.e., what is 
the effect estimate of PM, while controlling for another pollutant), rather than the potential 
for joint effects or effect modification. These latter scenarios appear to me to be equally 
plausible in characterizing PM-related health effects, and that PM, including a complex 
suite of particulate components and other pollutant gases, may elicit response via 
inflammation-mediated pathways.   
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Dr. Elizabeth A. (Lianne) Sheppard 
October 8, 2019 

 

EPA-1.  Chapter 1 – Introduction: To what extent does the CASAC find that the 
information in Chapter 1 is clearly presented and that it provides useful context 
for the review? 

Chapter 1 clearly and concisely describes the purpose (Section 1.1), legislative requirements 
(Section 1.2), and history of NAAQS reviews (Section 1.3).  Its coverage of the current NAAQS 
review (Section 1.4) is incomplete because it fails to outline the process described in the IRP or 
indicate how the current process is deviating from the PM IRP.  It also omits that the PM panel 
was disbanded and that there has been complete turnover of CASAC membership since the 
IRP was approved.  These are critically important pieces of information that should be 
documented as they inform understanding of CASAC’s advice and EPA’s actions since the PM 
IRP was drafted. 

EPA-3.  Chapter 3 – Review of the Primary PM2.5 Standards: What are the CASAC views 
on the approaches described in Chapter 3 to considering the PM2.5 health effects 
evidence and the risk assessment in order to inform preliminary conclusions on 
the primary PM2.5 standards? What are the CASAC views regarding the 
rationales supporting the preliminary conclusions on the current and potential 
alternative primary PM2.5 standards? 

SCQ 3.4    What are the panel’s views on the quantitative risk assessment for PM2.5 
including: 

f) The choice of health outcomes and studies selected for developing 
concentration-response functions for long and short-term effects? 

g) The selection criteria for the 47 urban areas and PM2.5 air quality 
scenarios analyzed? 

h) The hybrid modeling approach used for quantifying exposure surrogates 
across an area and adjusting air quality for alternative standard levels, 
as supplemented by interpolation/extrapolation? 

i) The characterization of variability and uncertainty in the risk 
assessment? 

j) The robustness and validity of the risk estimates? 

Overall the quantitative risk assessment for PM2.5 has been thoughtfully and reasonably 
conducted, particularly given the compressed timeframe that has been mandated by the 
Administrator. Regarding specific subsections of SCQ 3.4: 

a) I agree with EPA’s focus on health outcomes that were judged in the ISA to be causal or 
likely causal.  However they focus on a subset of these health outcomes:  While most of the 
selected studies consider all-cause mortality, and this is appropriate given its clear public 
health importance, it is important to be mindful that the characterization of risk is necessarily 
limited due to the focus on only a subset of endpoints.  (In particular, respiratory endpoints 
are not represented in these analyses.)    There is clear articulation of the criteria for 
selecting studies for developing the C-R functions and these are appropriate.  Table C-1 is a 
succinct distillation of each of the selected studies with key information relevant to the risk 
assessment. 

b) The selection criteria for the 47 urban areas appropriately emphasize PM2.5 
concentrations, available monitoring data for the risk assessment, and geographic diversity.  
Looking at the map of areas, I would hope to have even more geographic diversity (e.g. the 
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northwest is not represented), however, from a population perspective, nearly 1/3 of the 
over 30 population is included.  This is a substantial fraction of the US population which 
strengthens the justification for this set of choices. 

c) The hybrid modeling approach relies on CMAQ predictions, a Bayesian downscaler, and 
is restricted to year 2015.  The reductions were based on emissions from either primary or 
secondary PM; using two methods allows better understanding of the sensitivity to the 
downscaling approach.  There are important limitations to the approach including restriction 
to 2015, working at the 12 km grid level, and assuming proportionate reductions scaled by 
fixed percentages. While these decisions are justified and reasonable given the timeframe 
EPA had to complete this risk assessment, a more complete analysis would evaluate the 
sensitivity to more of these assumptions.  Specific comments: 

a. The air quality modeling assessment section (C.1.4.3) should make it clear what time 
scale the evaluation is being considered.  Is it daily?  Similarly the N in table C-6 is 
not defined.  I’m guessing it is the number of observations, which is the sum of days 
across AQS monitors.  If so, the number of monitors should also be included (e.g., in 
parentheses). 

b. It is a limitation that only 2015 was used.  The choice is reasonable, appropriately 
justified, and acceptable given the compressed timeframe EPA was working under. 

c. The performance of the 2015 CMAQ model doesn’t look particularly good to me 
(Table C-6).  I would be interested in hearing the perspective of air quality modeling 
experts about this performance.  However I note that this concern may not be 
particularly important for the risk assessment.  The scientifically important features of 
exposure models are different when the purpose is epidemiology vs. risk 
assessment.  For risk assessment, it is important that the model predict the same 
mean and capture the full variation of the distribution represented by the underlying 
concentration distribution in the area under consideration.   While ground truth can 
only be approximated due to inherently limited monitoring data, it would be helpful to 
see a more direct assessment of the performance of the model for the risk 
assessment purpose. 

d. The treatment of the 2015 Downscaler is fairly cursory (Section C.1.4.5).  Perhaps 
this is justified given EPA’s previous work (cited as 2018c).  However I think more 
details are warranted.  For instance, the cross-validation should be more clearly 
described (e.g. how were the 10% of withheld locations selected?  On what time 
scale is Table C-8?).  Also a useful assessment would be where the 47 model 
regions are withheld and these are evaluated. 

e. The linear interpolation approach to assessing additional standards represents a 
reasonable compromise to meaningfully reduce EPA’s workload given the 
compressed timeframe for producing the PA.  Were additional time available I would 
suggest modeling at least one more level in order to understand better whether the 
linear assumption is reasonable. 

f. Other comments:  It would be helpful to also show a version of Table C-6 restricted 
to the 47 areas.  It would be helpful to include a table that documents the number of 
12 km grid cells per CBSA since this will affect the estimates of spatial variability 
within CBSA. 

d) The characterization of variability and uncertainty are appropriate given the analyses 
that have been conducted and reasonably summarized in Section 3.3.2.4 with more detail 
provided in Appendix Section C.3.  EPA references the WHO multi-tiered approach to 
assessing uncertainty.  By endpoint, the risk estimate results to date show that the most 
important impact is the underlying study that provided the C-R estimate.  EPA has 
appropriately articulated this important source of variation by showing results based on 
multiple epidemiologic studies.  Overall I recommend a stronger discussion of the key 
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features of the approach that affect variability and uncertainty of estimates produced, 
particularly for the sources discussed in the qualitative assessment section.  I believe that 
with more time to conduct the risk assessment the EPA could have quantified at least some 
aspects of these qualitative sources.  It would be worthwhile in the revised PA for EPA to 
better articulate the analyses that could be conducted to reduce some of these sources of 
uncertainty, even if the schedule does not allow them to be conducted.  This will be a 
valuable reference for future risk assessments.  Some specific comments: 

a. The limitations section of Appendix C (Section C.1.4.7) lists some important 
limitations of the air quality projections.   These are important to consider because 
they could be a key source of uncertainty of the risk estimates. I would add a few:   

i. Reliance of modeled 2015 concentrations with performance assessed at the 
national level (it appears), rather than focused on the 47 areas.   

ii. Inadequate assessment of whether the Downscaler captures the full PM 
distribution within CBSAs (separately addressing spatial variation for long-
term studies and temporal for short-term studies). 

iii. An air quality modeling expert should weigh in on whether there are any other 
important considerations to add to this list. 

b. Regarding Section C.2.2, I note that a major source of variation in numbers of 
individuals affected (the scale most of the risk estimates are reported on) across 12 
km modeling regions is the size of the at risk population in that region.  This could 
come across a bit more clearly. 

e) The risk estimates appear to be robust and valid.   They have been calculated across 47 
areas that represent approximately 1/3 of the US population over age 30.  They have been 
estimated using multiple underlying health studies, multiple endpoints classified as causal or 
likely causal in the ISA, and under different air quality standards and scenarios for 
downscaling estimates.  Appendix C provides documentation of multiple aspects of the 
estimates.  The primary feature that affected the risk estimates, for a specific air quality 
standard, is the underlying C-R function from a published study. My main concern is 
whether the estimates are sensitive to the use of the downscaler rather than one of the other 
national models presented in Chapter 2.  It would be worthwhile to evaluate this input in 
sensitivity analyses. 

SCQ-3.5 What are the panel’s views on the draft PA preliminary conclusion that, 
taken together, the available scientific evidence, air quality analyses, and 
the risk assessment can reasonably be viewed as calling into question the 
adequacy of the public health protection afforded by the current primary 
PM2.5 standards? 

I agree with the draft PA preliminary conclusion that the adequacy of the public health protection 
afforded by the current primary PM2.5 standards should be called into question.   

I agree with the “…focus on the annual PM2.5 standard as the principle means o providing public 
health protection against the bulk of the distribution of short-and long-term PM2.5 exposures…” 
(p 3-13, line 7-9) 

It is appropriate for the PA to discuss support for and potential implications of putting more or 
less weight on various aspects of the evidence.  (p 3-15) 

In calling into question the current standards (in favor of lower standards), EPA puts appropriate 
weight on the longstanding body of health evidence for serious short- and long-term effects, 
noting that newer evidence supports and strengthens the previous 2009 conclusions.  They also 
note epidemiologic study evidence for effects at low PM levels and that no evidence of a 
threshold has been identified.  They highlight that the risk assessment results suggest large 
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numbers of deaths could be avoided with a lower standard.  In considering the alternative 
argument that the current standard should be retained, EPA notes that substantial weight must 
be placed on a number of uncertainties, including the biologic pathways, public health impacts 
of air quality improvements, and the risk assessment results.   

In discussing potential alternative standards, the arguments for the indicator, averaging time, 
and form are straightforward and indicate no change is needed.  In discussing the level, I agree 
with EPA’s appropriate focus on “the annual PM.25 standard as the principle means of providing 
increased public health protection.”  Their consideration is informed by existing concentrations 
and their relationship with design and pseudo-design values, as well as effects in controlled 
human exposure studies and their risk estimates.  Together these justify a lower alternative 
standard.  EPA considers levels around 10 ug/m3, levels between 10 and 12, and levels below 
10 (to as low as 8 ug/m3).  [TODO:  ADD discussion of levels based on the independent panel 
discussion.]  EPA also notes that lowering the 24 hour standard to 30 ug/m3 would provide 
some additional supplemental protection in some areas, and suggests that for supplemental 
protection, the 35 ug/m3 24-hour standard could be retained.  Furthermore, I agree that 
lowering only the 24-hour standard is not recommended. 

EPA-6.  Chapters 3 to 5: What are the CASAC views regarding the areas for additional 
research identified in Chapters 3, 4 and 5? Are there additional areas that should be 
highlighted? 

The areas for future research are a reasonable set.  I found the last bullet (p 3-114 line 21) 
confusing and suggest it be reworded.  In addition, additional areas for future research include 

 Better understanding of exposure models and their features, comparing and contrasting 
their utility for epidemiology vs. risk assessment.  (Builds on comment on p 2-48, lines 24-
27) 

 TODO:  ADD after panel discussion 

Other comments 

General comments 

 CASAC and consultants: 
o I agree completely with Duncan Thomas’ comments, a CASAC consultant.  Of 

particular note he provides important overall perspective about the state of causal 
inference in epidemiology.  This is a perspective CASAC hasn’t heard under Dr. 
Cox’s leadership and it is an important one.  Dr. Thomas’ perspective is completely 
consistent with my recently published commentary, available online (Carone, 
Dominici, Sheppard, Epidemiology, in press).   

o TODO:  Further address Q&A for consultants?   
o I want to express concern about the Chair providing references to his own research 

to the panel.  Given his position and federal rules about conflict of interest, this self-
promotion is of concern. 

 Chapter 2 
o P 3-37 l 3-4:  Please add the size bins 
o P 2-38 figure 2-22:  The legend of this figure is confusing since the x axis is year for 

both y-axis measures.  Also I suggest a time series plot is clearer if plotted using 
connected lines rather than points as shown.  The best fit lines can still be included.  
Also, please clarify whether there are data missing in the plot, or whether some 
values are overplotted.  (A line plot would be less confusing w.r.t. this point.) 

o It seems to me that the key goal of Section 2.3.3 is to present results from several 
models and provide context for the one selected for use in the risk assessment.   
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 I suggest reframing this section and eliminating extra detail.  I suggest 
presenting the link of the models discussed to the health studies used in the 
risk assessment.  (However, priorities in choosing exposure models useful for 
risk assessment are distinct from those for epidemiologic inference.  For risk 
assessment (and in contrast to epidemiology), it is essential to capture the full 
variation of the population exposure distribution.  For epidemiology it is the 
quality of the predicted mean and the spatial alignment of the data used in 
the model with the target health study population that are important.) 

 P 2-39:  I find EPA’s use of “hybrid” terminology confusing.  Its first use on 
line 3 seems clear enough to me and consistent with my understanding of the 
common usage for air pollution prediction models.  This brief mention 
acknowledges the reference to “hybrid” is to capture the explicit combination 
of data from multiple sources.  It does not refer to weighting of all the same 
kind of data (e.g. as in inverse distance weighting), or using some air quality 
data as predictors in a regression model. Section 2.3.3.1.1, Overview of 
hybrid methods, goes on to include interpolation and machine learning 
methods, which I would not consider “hybrid”.  Regarding interpolation 
methods, perhaps it is the reference to including weighting by a CTM (line 
23), that makes this description “hybrid”?  I encourage EPA to revisit this 
section.  One solution may be to simplify the presentation and eliminate some 
of the detail.  

 Section 2.3.3.1.2 seems to be too much detail for the PA.  Also there are 
many details in how R2 are calculated that may mean the estimates reported 
on p. 2-41 are not comparable.  One hint is that the Di and Hu study 
estimates have opposite ordering for their R2 and RMSEs.  Also generally the 
RMSEs are more interpretable and the value for the downscaler results 
should be reported.  Finally, cross-validated results ought to appropriately 
capture overfitting. 

 Since maps inherently smooth over large spatial scales, it is hard to interpret 
the effect of showing the predictions “at their native resolution”.  I suggest one 
set of zoomed in maps in a region with sufficient PM2.5 variation with e.g. 16 
or 64 12 km grid cells to allow better understanding of the impact of the native 
resolution. 

 P 2-46 Figure 2-26:  It is probably worth spelling out coefficient of variation 
here since CV is easily confused with cross-validation.  Also provide an 
explicit definition of its use here, which I believe is the standard deviation of 
the estimates across the 4 models divided by the mean across these 4. 

 Figure 2-28 is particularly informative and suggests to me that there are some 
structural features in the data and its use in the downcaler model that provide 
such strong bands of similar concentrations in the middle section of the US.  
This feature suggests to me that it would be worth considering additional 
exposure models in the risk assessment.  

o Given human contributions and causes, is it fair to classify all wildland fires as 
“background”? 
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Specific details to consider 

 C-30 lines 16-17:  Revise the wording of this section to clarify that the measured 
concentrations are the basis of the projection vs. the current wording which implies that the 
measured concentrations are the result of the projection. 

 Figures C-26 and C-28:  Please use a different color scheme from the maps and define the 
color scale.  The current presentation invites confusion. 

 Add RRF – relative response factors – to the list of abbreviations. 

 P 3-19 line 13 “cohorts” 

 P 3-23 l 28:  I agree with the judgment that the heterogeneity is multifactorial. 

 A few places with discussion of the width of CIs relative to the mean PM.  The feature being 
described is a property of CIs.  (e.g., p 3-51, p 3-10) 

 Figure 3-11 p 3-83:  It would be helpful to add some clarification in the text or as a footnote 
regarding the values reported on the graph that correspond to the various standards.  

 TODO:  continue 

 


